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The programs of the Fine Arts Gallery, Incorporated, at Wright State University are dedi­
cated to the temporary exhibition of works of contemporary artists and . as such seek to 
present to the gallery's audiences works which , by nature of their motivation , process and/or 
intellectual prerogatives, extend the perimeters of knowledge in the visual arts. The gal­
leries, as " research facilities in the visual arts," provide an arena for the development and 
testing of artistic and aesthetic concepts and provide an opportunity for the sharing of these 
concepts with the public. An important and integral component of these exploratory pro­
grams is the extension of new modes of perception, as manifested in the exh1b1ted works 
and through the d1ssem1nation of publ1cat1ons such as this. 
This book is not a document of an exhibition or a catalogue in the trad1t1onal sense, but a 
book issued on the occasion of the exhibition of a proiect work by Cecile Ab1sh (March 
1978). The contents of this publication do not physically relate to the untitled sculptural 
installation but do exemplify the artist's perceptual dispos1hon, that which encompasses and 
transcends both. The reader/viewer of this book is presented with an original work (pub­
lished here for the first time) which presents the artist's current visual and conceptual 
concerns. Within this context this book becomes a "multiple" which extends the original 
work to a much larger public than might otherwise participate in the experience of an 
exhibition. 
We wish to offer thanks to Walter Ab1sh, author of numerous creative writings . for his 
splendid and illuminating introductory essay which cogently establishes the artist's work in 
its perceptual and methodological contexts and provides the reader/viewer with additional 
tools to fulfill the potentials of understanding and appreciation. 
The artist wishes to greatfully acknowledge the receipt of an Individual Artist's Grant from 
the National Endowment for the Arts . a federal agency, and a grant from the Special Fund to 
Assist Artists from the Committee for the Visual Arts , Incorporated, New York. Both grants 
have made possible the work which culminated in the project exhibited in the Fine Arts 
Gallery at Wright State and the work which is presented in this publication . 
William Spurlock, Director 
Fine Arts Gallery, Incorporated 
Wright State University 
THE SHAPE OF ABSENCE 
The " firsthand" source for the four sequences in this work are the two separately photographed views of 
the front and the two sides of the brick building in New Jersey. The photographs were taken minutes 
apart and then joined for th is work in such a way as to form four different double views of the house: front 
and side view doubled, then the double view doubled with one side upside down, the front view doubled, 
the side views joined with the front view omitted ; and in each instant the act of freezing an object in time 
is doubled , and the double view obtained by the photographer taking two separate shots of the bu ilding 
is reduced to one. In a sense, in com bining two separate views and two distinctly separate periods of 
time, the multipl ied house in this work ceases to replicate a ce rtain house in New Jersey and becomes 
instead the purpose and the " firsthand" source for its signification . 
The surface of each double view has been cu t into more or less equal sized square shaped segments 
that with alternating concave and convex extrusions and intrusions lock the meaning they bear into each 
other and , furthermore, form the horizontal and vertical means for the methodological conversion of the 
surface in each of the four sequences. 
A photograph represents the plausible , even if- in its altered form-it verges on the improbable . The 
photograph is a kind of evidence or truth . One is able to surmise from looking at the photographs that the 
house does exist in one form or another . It may even stand in New Jersey, something that is not 
indicated on the photographs . The gridlike cuts introduce a heightened awareness of the surface or 
surfaces that somewhat dispells the idea of photo likeness . The cuts indicate a preparation , perhaps for 
a future dismantling , a future categorizing, a future inventory of details ; for the brain is as ever a 
relentless seeker of signs, identifying , probing , redef ining the unexpected, the familiar, the new; the 
brain's aesthetic perception shapes the inquiry , the questions, the permutations of signs : apertures , 
foliage , shadows . It might be said that the gridlike segmentation follows the brain 's playful temptation to 
take part and/or classify the world in order to better understand its own needs. 
Does the exterior of the house encourage one to presuppose a fitting or suitable interior? Even a 
deliberately distorted view of an exterior could be said to invite one to presuppose an interior, distorted or 
not. Yet how easily we accept the existence of a house without ever giving any thought to its interior. Is it 
because we will , mostly likely, never set eyes on its interior? On these plates the exterior is the only 
information to be made available , and that information is not reliable . The cuts made into the surface of 
the photographs are not made to penetrate into its interior, but to permit the classification of signs, and 
allow the isolation of parts of this double view into small islands of information that in sum no longer 
convey the fam iliar facade of a bu ilding , but sections or pieces (large and small) of floating information in 
a field of white that is not a blankness or void , but a white that is shaped by the removal or absence of 
sections of th is house, or conversely , by the sole presence of segments that convey the classified : 
apertures, foliage , shadows . Of the classified signifiers , the first in this photographic world of gray , white, 
and black, 1nd1cates what 1s synthetic and man-made, the second pertains to nature , and the final 1s the 
most ethereal , the most elusive, namely the shadow of a tree, an imperfect and faint representation of 
the tree that on some of the plates 1s located at the center of the double view and 1n another plate frames 
the double view of the front of the building. What happened, one might ask, to the shadows on the walls 
dunng the three or four minutes that elapsed between the shooting of the first and the second view of the 
house? 
We live among houses, next to houses, in houses. If anything can be said with any authority, we firmly 
believe that we understand houses. Narrow, broad , short , tall houses. In some sense, we both shape 
and from childhood on are shaped by the houses we live in. Houses house us and our possessions. 
Houses directly and indirectly reflect , disguise , obscure our intentions, our aspirations. They are also 
landmarks in a receding landscape of nostalgia for the past. If we speak of cities, are we not speaking of 
a large or small cluster of inhabi ted houses? The people we see on the street all live in houses. It is 
1rrefragable. We have proof. They live , grow older, and die 1n houses that for better or worse are 
categorized, classified , plundered, preserved, dismantled, reassembled , and occasionally replicated 
elsewhere . 
The straight cut lines on the plates identify the outer limits of the two photographs taken 1n New Jersey. 
They indicate a certain deliberate confinement of a view or, in this case, double view. In th is process of 
isolating , capturing an object twice and then presenting it as one, the double view of the house has come 
to represent the unattainable . Two separate views joined together and two periods of time reduced to 
one. Our brains are perpetually tempted and convulsed by the unattainable, by what is out of reach, by 
the elusive, the amorphous , the abstract. It would follow that the cu t grid of these two photographs 
becomes the means by wh ich the unattainable or what represents the unattainable is contained , 
examined, and explored. 
Firsthand by Cecile Abish is the work of utter reason that delineates the outer limits of the plausible . The 
information made available for classification is only available in this form on these pages. Apertures, 
foliage , shadows claim and share the surface of the house. Retaining or removing one drastically affects 
the appearance of the other, and in Firsthand this presentation or removal of apertures , foliage , 
shadows of a tree, has its roots in the historicity of a relentless methodological pursuit of definition. 
It also must be pointed out that some of the previous outdoor works and indoor installations by Cecile 
Abish were titled: Possession ; Near, Next, Now ; Three into Four ; About Face ; Surface Clearance ; Face 
Utt ; Shifting Concern ; and that all of these strongly evoke the idea of an elusive tang ibili ty, something 
that Firsthand brilliantly reinforces. 
Walter Abish 
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